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The effect of temperature on nano-CeO
2
particle coarsening is investigated. The nanoceria powders were synthesized using the

microemulsion method and then exposed to temperatures in the range of 373–1273K. It was found that the nanoparticles exhibited
a strong tendency to form agglomerates and through the application of ultrasound these agglomerates could be broken into
smaller sizes. In addition average nanoparticle sizes were determined by powder X-ray diffraction (XRD). The outcome of this
work indicates that the initial nano-CeO

2
powders are amorphous in nature. Annealing promotes CeO

2
crystallization and a slight

shift in the (111) XRD intensity peaks corresponding to CeO
2
. Moreover, at temperatures below 773K, grain growth in nano-CeO

2

particles is rather slow. Apparently, mass transport through diffusional processes is not likely to occur as indicated by an estimated
activation energy of 20 kJ/mol. At temperatures above 873K, the measured activation energy shifted to 105 kJ/mol suggesting a
possible transition to Ostwald-Ripening type mass transport mechanisms.

1. Introduction

Nanocrystalline ceria possesses unique properties which
enable it to be widely used in various industrial applications.
Among the different uses of nanoceria are acting as coatings
for high temperature oxidation protection in alloys [1–4],
acting as catalysts and gas sensors [5, 6], being used for
absorption and redistribution of UV radiation, [7]. Typical
applications involve high temperature exposure above 873K.
Under these conditions mass transport mechanisms become
active, particularly oxygen anions due to their inherently high
mobility in the nanoceria crystal lattice [8]. In contrast, the
diffusivity of cerium ions does not seem to be significant at
these temperatures, but there is no data available on actual
diffusivity values. Despite the lack of diffusivity data, it is
expected that the nanosizedCeO

2
particleswill exhibit appre-

ciable coarsening upon exposure to elevated temperatures.
Coarsening in nanoparticle dispersions at high temper-

atures is typically driven by chemical potential differences
associated with curvature effects on the particle interfacial
energies. This phenomenon, known as Ostwald-Ripening
(O-R), has beenwidely investigated in conventionalmaterials

exposed to high temperatures [9, 10]. From the published lit-
erature [11], it is apparent that O-R also occurs in nanometal-
lic and nanoceramic compounds. Eastman [12] reported
grain growth exponents, 𝑛 of approximately 3 in nano-TiO

2

or in yttria-stabilized nano-ZrO
2
systems indicating that O-R

might be the dominant coarsening mechanism.
Although there are very limited published works on

the coarsening of CeO
2
nanopowders, direct experimental

evidence has been reported by Ivanov et al. [13]. In their work,
they investigated nanoceria particle coarsening at temper-
atures as high as 973K. From their experimental outcome,
they found that coarsening in this temperature regime occurs
as a result of cooperative mass transfer processes involving
mutual movement and rotation of CeO

2
crystallites.

Apparently, mass transfer through thermally activated
diffusion processes does not play an important role in the
coarsening of the CeO

2
particle agglomerates at temperatures

below 973K. Nevertheless, from their work, it is not clear
whether the same mechanism will be prevalent above 973K.
Among the applications of nano-CeO

2
particles are their

potential use as coatings for oxidation protection in stainless
steels at temperatures up to 1273K [3, 4]. Thus, it is plausible
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that at elevated temperatures diffusional processes might
become dominant in the coarsening of CeO

2
particle agglom-

erates. Accordingly, the present work further investigates
coarsening in nanoceria powders when they are exposed to
temperatures in the 473–1273K range.

2. Experimental

Preparation of a size dispersion of nanoceria particles was
achieved by using the microemulsion method [14, 15]. The
starting materials employed consisted of (a) cerium nitrate
hexahydrate (Ce(NO

3
)⋅6H
2
O), (b) water and (c) hydrogen

peroxide (H
2
O
2
). All the chemicals and reagents were pur-

chased fromAldrichChemicals Company, Inc.Thenanoceria
powders were produced by dissolution of cerium nitrate
(0.1085 g) in 25mL of distilled deionized water and then
stirring for 1 hour. This was followed by adding hydrogen
peroxide in a dropwise mode (10mL). The reaction was
allowed to take place for 2 hours. Afterwards, the precipitate
was collected, washed with water, and calcinated at 573K for
60 minutes. In this process the synthesis mechanism can be
described by the following reactions [15].

Cerium nitrate dissociation in water:

Ce(NO
3
)
3

H
2
O
←→ Ce3+ + 3(NO

3
)
−

.
(1)

Reduction of dissolved oxygen

O
2
(aq) + 2H

2
O + 4e− → 4OH− (aq) , (2)

O
2
(aq) + 2H

2
O + 2e− → H

2
O
2
(aq) + 2OH− (aq) , (3)

4Ce3+ (aq) +O
2
(aq) + 4OH− (aq) + 2H

2
O

→ 4Ce(HO)2+
2
(aq) ,

(4)

2Ce3+ (aq) +H
2
O
2
(aq) + 2OH− (aq) → 2Ce(OH)2+

2
(aq) .

(5)

Precipitation of Ce(OH)2+
2

from reactions (4) or (5) as
insoluble CeO

2
occurs as

Ce(OH)2+
2
(aq) + 2OH− (aq) → Ce(OH)

4
(s)

→ CeO
2
(s) +H

2
O.

(6)

The transformation of Ce(OH)
4
(s) into CeO

2
(s) after

heating at 573K for 60 minutes (see (6)) is illustrated in
Figure 1. This reaction was confirmed by XRD determina-
tions of the CeO

2
(s) compound and by the typical “pale

yellow” coloration reported for this compound [14, 15]. The
synthesized cerium oxide nanoparticles were then collected
and suspended in distilled water to have a 10wt% CeO

2
(s)

concentration solution.
X-ray diffraction was used for phase identification and

also for identification of the level of crystallinity in the
nanoceria particles. Accordingly, double angle XRD with
unresolved CuK𝛼 radiation in the 2𝜃 range of 5∘ to 75∘ was
used here. High resolution scans were implemented for accu-
rate determinations of the relative positions of the principal
intensity peaks corresponding to the ceria nanoparticle films.

The effective sizes of the cerium oxide were determined
using the light scattering technique in a Malvern instrument,
Zetasizer Nano ZS. In this work, “effective sizes” referred
to the size of the nanoceria particle clusters as they were
influenced by temperature, without considering individual
nanoparticle sizes. Moreover, the effect of ultrasound on
the resultant cluster sizes was considered. Nanoceria particle
crystallization and coarsening were investigated by annealing
the synthesized ceria at 373 to 1073K for 1 hour. This was
followed bymeasuring particle sizes by X-ray diffraction after
high temperature exposure using coherent scattering lengths
according to the Selyakov-Scherrer relationship:

𝑑 =

𝐾𝜆

𝛽 cos 𝜃
, (7)

where 𝐾 is the shape factor, 𝜆 is the X-ray wavelength,
𝛽 is the full width for the half maximum intensity for
the intensity peak, and 𝜃 is the Bragg angle. Corrections
due to instrumental broadening effects, 𝛽inst were made by
employing a Gaussian-Gaussian relationship:

𝛽
2
= 𝛽
2

total − 𝛽
2

inst, (8)

where 𝛽total is the total full width for the half maximum
intensity of the (111) peak for ceria. In addition, atomic force
microscopy (AFM) and scanning electronmicroscopy (SEM)
were used for the characterization of the cerium oxide cluster
dispersions and morphology.

3. Results and Discussion

The resultant cerium oxide nanoparticles produced by the
microemulsion method were found to be amorphous in
nature. Figure 2 shows broad, low resolution XRD peak scans
from the collected powders, including the quartz substrate.
In this figure, the vertical dotted line indicates 2𝜃 positions
corresponding to the (111) plane for crystalline CeO

2
. In

particular, notice that the shape of the XRD intensity curve
indicates that the initially collected powders are amorphous
in nature. From this figure it is evident after annealing at
the various temperatures (373–773K) for 60 minutes that
powders become increasingly crystalline. At 473K the XRD
intensity peak (111) corresponding to Ce

2
O (2𝜃 = 28.6∘)

starts to develop indicating crystallization of the nanoceria
particles. Annealing at temperatures above 473K gives rise
to the development of XRD intensity peaks corresponding to
the (200) and (220) Ce

2
Oplanes at 2𝜃 = 33.1∘ and 2𝜃 = 47.4∘,

respectively.
In addition, the peak amplitude consistently increases

while peak broadening is sharply reduced at increasing
temperatures and at 773Kmost of the nanoceria powders are
fully recrystallized. Recrystallization of nano-CeO

2
at 573K

has also been reported by Ivanov et al. [13]. In their work, a
well-defined exothermal was found in the experimental DTA
curves that can be attributed to CeO

2
recrystallization and

to the decomposition of any residual cerium compounds.
A close examination of the XRD intensity peaks (111) and
(200) developed (2𝜃 from 25∘ to 35∘) in the powders annealed
at 373–1073K is shown in Figure 3. From this figure it is
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: (a) Ce(OH)
4
(s) precipitated just after the drying stage and (b) nanocrystalline CeO

2
after annealing at 573K for 60 minutes.
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Figure 2: XRD intensity peaks from precipitated powders showing
the effect of temperature on the transition from amorphous to
crystalline nano-CeO

2
.

evident that peak broadening continues to decrease and that
maximum peak intensity occurs at 1073K.

In addition, notice that there is a slight shift of the
(111) intensity peaks towards the right (diffraction angle,
2𝜃 = 28.6) after exposure to increasing temperatures. This
effect can be related to a reduction in the actual interplanar
(111) spacings as the effective particle size increases with
the annealing temperatures. It is well known that, when
CeO
2
crystallites reach sizes of less than 5 nm, Ce+3 ions

and oxygen vacancies are induced in the CeO
2
particles

giving rise to crystal lattice expansions [16, 17]. Thus, the
shifting in diffraction peak positions can be attributed to
the removal of any crystal lattice expansions as a result of
nanoceria coarsening. Alternatively, rearrangement of the
atom periodicity during the transformation from amorphous
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Figure 3: XRD intensity peaks associated with the recrystallization
of CeO

2
powders and the effect of temperature on peak shifting and

broadening.

to crystalline CeO
2
might also contribute to this shifting

effect.

3.1. Nanoceria Cluster Sizes. The effective size of cerium
oxide nanoparticle clusters was measured using a light scat-
tering technique. By “effective size,”wemean that only the size
of the agglomerates was measured without detecting single
nanoparticle sizes.The nanoceria cluster sizes weremeasured
after calcination of the synthesized nanoceria at 573K for
3 hours. Figure 4(a) gives a statistical distribution of the
effective sizes of agglomerated nanocrystalline cerium oxide
particles. Also, Figure 4(b) shows the statistical distribution
of the same particles after exposure to ultrasound vibration
for 10 minutes. Notice that the ultrasonic dispersion reduces
the effective size of the agglomerates from 390 nm to 170 nm.
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Figure 4: (a) Size distribution of nano-CeO
2
agglomerates after precipitation synthesis and (b) after 10 minutes of ultrasonic dispersion.
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Figure 5: AFMmicrographs showing (a) morphology of the as-synthesized nano-CeO
2
particle agglomerates and (b) effect of the ultrasonic

dispersion on breaking the particle clusters.

Nevertheless, it was found that after 10 minutes of ultrasonic
treatment the effect is reversed and the effective size of
particle agglomerates tends to increase.

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was used for further
confirmation of the morphology and distribution of the
nanoceria agglomerates. Figures 5(a) and 5(b) are AFM
micrographs on a 1 micron square area containing nanoceria
clusters indicating the morphology and size of the synthe-
sized ceriumoxide clusters. In turn, this agreeswith the deter-
minations of effective nanoparticle sizes for the agglomerated
particles found using the light scattering method (390 nm). It
also agrees with the effect of ultrasonic treatment on breaking
down cluster sizes (down to 170 nm).

3.2. CeO
2
Particle Coarsening. Particle coarsening can be

inferred from the experimental determinations of particle
size using Scherrer equation (7) at the various annealing
temperatures. Figure 6 shows particle coarsening as a func-
tion of temperature and for comparison purposes it includes
data from Ivanov et al. work [13]. From this figure, it is
evident that coarsening at temperatures below 773K is rather
sluggish, (i.e., average particle size only increases from 3.5 nm
to 9.7 nm). At temperatures between 773 and 1073K growth
is accelerated as particle sizes increase from 9.7 nm to 48 nm,
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Figure 6: Average sizes of nano-CeO
2
particles after annealing at

373K–1273K for 1 hour. The graph includes data from the work of
Ivanov et al. [13].

while at 1173 K growth is greatly enhanced as particle sizes
increase from 48 nm to 76.2 nm in a 100K interval. At 1273K,
particle coarsening exhibits significant attenuation as the
incremental particle size is only 12 nm.

From the experimental outcome, it is apparent that there
are three plausible coarsening regimes. At low temperatures,
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coarsening is severely limited by thermally activated mech-
anisms such as a threshold for crystallite intergrowth or
by limited diffusional mass transport at temperatures below
573K. In the work of Ivanov et al. [13], the barrier for particle
coarsening in CeO

2
crystallites was attributed to various

surface defects present in the agglomerates. The dominant
defects that act as coarsening barriers include porosity [18]
and contacts with other particles, as well as the substrate, all
of which inhibit the freemovement/rotation of the crystallites
relative to one another.This is supported by the development
of a bimodal distribution of pores in the agglomerates and a
low densification in the powder structure [19].

From the work of Ivanov et al. [13], it is evident that at
temperatures in the range of 773–1073K, thermally activated
processes such as crystallite rotation and alignment become
dominant. In addition, the developed bimodal pore distri-
bution tends to disappear. As pore closure occurs, with only
isolated pores, grain growth throughmass transport becomes
unrestricted [20]. In turn, this suggests that the pinning
effect of open porosity barriers that hinder grain coarsening
tends to be eliminated at increasing temperatures. Further
confirmation is found by the development of a bimodal
distribution of nanoceria crystallites which also tends to fade
away at increasing temperatures.

The development of bimodal particle distributions can
also be explained by limiting cases of the classic Ostwald-
Ripening theory [9, 10]. Apparently, at low coarsening tem-
peratures, nucleation of new rows of atoms in growing
nanoparticles at faceted interfaces might be rate limiting.
Incubation times for nucleation can be relatively long and it
is plausible that other mechanisms such as particle rotation
and particle alignment become dominant resulting in particle
intergrowth. Nevertheless, from the work of Wynblatt and
Gjostein [9], it is clearly predicted that at increasing tem-
peratures the bimodal particle distribution disappears as the
incubation times for nucleation of rows of atoms on faceted
interfaces are greatly reduced.

From the outcome of this work, it is evident that similar
particle coarsening mechanisms to the ones observed by
Ivanov et al. [13] are active all the way to 973K (see Figure 6).
Nevertheless, above 973K, grain coarsening is significantly
enhanced suggesting a shift in grain coarsening to classic O-
R mass transport as reported for other systems [9, 10]. In
general, grain coarsening can be described by the equation

𝑑
𝑛
− 𝑑
𝑛

𝑜
= 𝐾𝑡, (9)

where 𝑑 is the average particle size, 𝑑
𝑜
is the initial particle

size, 𝑛 is the particle growth exponent, 𝐾 is a constant which
depends on temperature (𝐾 = 𝐾

𝑜
exp(−𝑄/𝑅𝑇)) and 𝑡 is time.

From this expression, high values of 𝑛 indicate a rather slug-
gish crystallite growth due to restricted boundary mobility
and they are consistent with the experimental outcome for
low temperature particle coarsening [11, 21]. Equation (9) can
be simplified to the form 𝑑 = 𝐾𝑡𝑚 where𝑚 = 1/𝑛 and the𝑚
exponent can be graphically found from a logarithmic plot of
𝑑 versus 𝑡 as shown in Figure 7. Notice from this figure that
the 𝑚 exponent is relatively low (𝑚 = 0.0397 at 673K) but it
tends to increase as temperature increases.
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Figure 7: Power exponents; 𝑛 found from the work of Ivanov et al.
[13] for nano-CeO

2
grain growth in the temperature range of 673–

873K and for times up to 8 hours.

In addition, activation energies can be estimated from
the 𝐾 values found at the line intercepts in Figure 7. In
turn, the activation energy in this temperature range yielded
values of only 20 kJ/mol as shown in Figure 8. The relatively
low magnitudes of the exhibited activation energies strongly
support the observations of crystallite maneuvers such as
rotation and alignment, rather than diffusion controlledmass
transport mechanisms.

Since there is no available experimental information that
can be used to estimate n values at temperatures above 973K,
a value of 𝑛 = 3 typical of O-R mechanisms was assumed
for high temperature particle coarsening.This can be justified
by the clear tendency for n values to drop at increasing
temperatures (Figure 8). Moreover, it is expected that at
temperatures above 1/3 of the melting temperature, mass
transport by diffusional mechanisms becomes important in
solids at the grain boundary interfaces [22]. Figure 9 is an
Arrhenius plot of ln(𝑑3 −𝑑3

𝑜
/𝑡) versus 1/𝑇 in the temperature

range of 1073–1273K. From this plot, activation energies
of 105 kJ/mol are found which might be related to grain
boundary Ce+4 ion transport.

Nevertheless, an actual grain coarsening mechanism
cannot be established as the actual 𝑛 values are not known
and they can be strongly influenced by impurity and porosity
levels in the nanoceria agglomerates. From the work of
Thuenissen et al. [23], solute drag effects through the action
of dopants such as Ca in CeO

2
nanoparticles severely hinder

coarsening. In this work the addition of 6% Ca was sufficient
to retain a 30 nmCeO

2
particle size all the way to 1625K after

full sintering. The experimental activation energies obtained
in this work are of the order of 105.2 kJ/mol but they cannot
be attributed to a particular mechanism as there are no
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diffusional data reported for either gb or bulk diffusion in
CeO
2
. In nanoparticle coarsening relatively low activation

energies have been reported in the literature [11, 24]. Also, in
the work of Eastman [12], activation energies of 83 kJ/mol are
reported for grain growth in nano-TiO

2
, but no mechanisms

have been proposed based on these results.
Finally, the experimental outcome indicates that at 1273K

crystallite coarsening seems to be severely attenuated. Appar-
ently, net crystallite coarsening is influenced by possible
mass losses through ceria evaporation processes just as the
ones reported for chromia scales [24]. In turn, the volume
fraction of crystallite CeO

2
can be significantly reduced, thus

influencing net coarsening. However, there are no published
reports on possible CeO

2
evaporation reactions that will

allow to establish whether these mechanisms play a role
during high temperature sintering.

4. Conclusions

Nanoceria powders were synthesized using the microemul-
sion method. The initially synthesized nanoceria particles
were prone to form agglomerates and ultrasound was found

to be somewhat effective in reducing the agglomerate sizes.
The average nanoceria particle sizes were determined using
powder X-ray diffraction (XRD).The grain coarsening kinet-
ics was investigated by exposing the nano-CeO

2
powders to

373–1273K for up to one hour. The outcome of this work can
be summarized as follows.

(1) The initial nano-CeO
2
powders are amorphous in

nature, but heating at temperatures of up 773K
promotes CeO

2
crystallization. This is concomitant

with a slight shift in the CeO
2
(111) XRD intensity

peaks.
(2) Below 773K, grain growth in nano-CeO

2
particles is

rather sluggish. This is attributed to the presence of
porosity and other defects which effectively hinder
grain boundary motion coupled with the relatively
low temperatures for active diffusional processes.

(3) An estimated activation energy of 20 kJ/mol was
found for grain coarsening in the low temperature
regime (<773K).

(4) Above 873K the estimated activation energy shifted
to 105 kJ/mol. In turn, this indicates that Ostwald-
Ripeningmight be effective in promotingmass coars-
ening at high temperatures.
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